Quantitative dried blood spot analysis for metallodrugs by laser ablation-inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry.
A quantitative dried blood spot (DBS) method based on direct sampling by means of laser ablation-inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS) is presented. Gadolinium-based contrast agents were used as model metallodrugs with a significant relevance for pharmaceutical applications. Challenges regarding the ablation of the complex blood-filter matrix were characterized and successfully addressed by a thorough adaption of the laser ablation conditions. Especially the laser fluence was optimized with respect to the particle size distribution of the generated aerosol as monitored by an optical particle counter. Thus, generation of micrometer-sized particles could be minimized in favor of smaller particles increasing the transport efficiency of the DBS ablation aerosol to the plasma and the recorded signal stability. Inhomogeneous blood drying on the porous filter paper could be compensated by the addition of an internal standard prior to blood spotting. To preserve the advantages of DBS sampling, such as small blood volumes and minimal invasiveness, the combined use of DBS and a capillary blood sampling system is demonstrated. By placing the internal standard into the capillary prior to blood sampling, a simple workflow usable for clinical application was implemented. The applicability of the developed method, achieving limits of detection and quantification in the low μg L-1 range and covering a linear range of over four orders of magnitude, was demonstrated for blood samples containing different concentrations of the gadolinium contrast agents gadopentetate and gadoterate.